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This book examines a particular type of classroom organization known as the “active learning
classroom.” This type of classroom is not a lecture hall, but rather, is a room where there is no
clear front or back, where students sit in movable chairs around round tables that facilitate
group work shared with the larger group via screens. The very organization of the classroom
forces the professor to have their back to at least some of the students all the time. This type of
classroom interaction seems to be designed for larger class sizes, helping to transform a large
lecture hall of students into a classroom where teacher and student interaction, as well as
student-to-student interaction, is maximized. These types of classrooms have been shown to
have a positive impact on students’ grades, which could be attributed to the room
configuration inhibiting certain negative activities while encouraging positive ones. Active
learning classrooms provide four main advantages: “immersion learning, the social dimension
of learning, collaborative learning, and the performance aspect of teaching and learning” (16).
Teaching in an active learning classroom is no longer just transmission of knowledge but a
collaborative effort engaging the students for better and more long-term retention of
knowledge.
The subtitle of the book is “History, Research, and Practice.” The history of this method of
teaching is covered in chapter one. The research that supports the practice is the focus of
chapters two and three. Chapter two focuses more on the research aspects while chapter three
focuses on the role that social interactions have in learning. The core of the book, chapters
three through eight, gives practical suggestions on how to implement the teaching method,
and presents common difficulties and how to overcome them. The last three chapters focus on
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how to help professors learn this method of teaching, a suggested methodology on how to
study whether the change of teaching method had a positive impact on student learning, and
what the future might hold for this teaching method.
The book advocates a particular physical organization of the classroom. This is not up to the
individual professors, but to the institutions in which they work. Even if one does not have the
particular physical layout advocated in this book, there are a number of helpful tips for
professors who seek to more actively engage their students. With chapters titled, “Assignments
and Activities,” “Managing Student Groups,” and “Assessment and Feedback,” it is easy to find
practical suggestions on how to make the classroom less didactic and more engaged. Each
chapter has helpful and clear subheadings that make it easy to scan for the topic that one
needs. Many of these methods are helpful in the religious studies classroom to help engage the
student for a greater learning outcome. The examples in the book range from the sciences
through to the humanities, helping a humanities professor get ideas on means of implementing
the method in their own classroom.
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